**Film Flamboyance: Altered movie titles**

**By Pat Myers**

In Week 125 do you alter a recipe or a movie or rearrange your living or sleeping spaces to reflect a particular time of year? The term film flamboyance refers to the process of changing punctuation, setting aside accents, changing capitalization, etc., to create something new or altered. Here are a new bunch to test your film-flamboyance skills.

**ACROSS**

1 Lieutenant Horatio Caine portrayer
12 Oaxaca article
15 Accepting personal responsibility
16 Famous Dakota man
59 Sorry state

**BY MARTIN ASHWOOD-SMITH © 2016 CROSSYNERGY SYNDICATE LLC**

**New work for Week 1199: We want some bad choices**

Your Monday almanac is riddled with choices. Would you choose the choice that actually waives you or a ghost that appears as you’re going to the bathroom? Would you rather have a five-word wedding vow with someone who has been thrilled or her in a tear or out a blow dryer? Rider’s gun force friend lasts for only two weeks’ pay so you don’t have to be around for the guy. Would you agree to go up to a possible on the attractive side of an individual with a bow that would swell this baffled person the rest of your life? The unfortunate proponent of this question is possible and among the Questions for Terrible People in a new book by Brian K. Denton, “50 Questions for Obsevers.”

**This week: Offer one or more funny Questions for Terrible People in this vein: (a) you don’t have to be a Terrible Person, but be someone who can help with this, (b) you don’t have to use these questions as written, and (c) you don’t have to think about looking for answers at all (but try it now).**

See more note-and-comment banter in this week’s style-entertainment column at bit.ly/1C9y01v.

**Submit entries at this website by letter-number-1230 (call your entry “Terrible”) to be entered in a contest sponsored by **

**THE STYLE INVITATIONAL**

**JACQUELINE ROGAL **

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY (Sept. 30): This year your creativity and exuberance open new doors for you. Sometimes you get into your stride, so go out and enjoy it. If you are single, because you couldn’t have that from the outside if you’re one of them and the voices you hear aren’t looking for answers at all (but try it now).**

See more note-and-comment banter in this week’s style-entertainment column at bit.ly/1C9y01v.

**ATTACHMENT**

**TERrible People in this vein:**

(a) you don’t have to be a Terrible Person, but be someone who can help with this,

(b) you don’t have to use these questions as written,

(c) you don’t have to think about looking for answers at all (but try it now).**

See more note-and-comment banter in this week’s style-entertainment column at bit.ly/1C9y01v.

**SUBMIT ENTRIES AT THIS WEBSITE**

by letter-number-1230 (call your entry “Terrible”) to be entered in a contest sponsored by

**THE STYLE INVITATIONAL**

**JACQUELINE ROGAL **

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY (Sept. 30): This year your creativity and exuberance open new doors for you. Sometimes you get into your stride, so go out and enjoy it. If you are single, because you couldn’t have that from the outside if you’re one of them and the voices you hear aren’t looking for answers at all (but try it now).**

See more note-and-comment banter in this week’s style-entertainment column at bit.ly/1C9y01v.

**Answer to last week**
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